Mechanisms of ethyl(hydroxyethyl) cellulose-solid interaction: influence of hydrophobic modification.
Hydroxyethyl cellulose and its hydrophobically modified derivatives are widely used in many industrial areas such as pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, textiles, paint and mineral industries. However, the interaction mechanisms of these biopolymers and solids have not been established. In this work, the interaction mechanism and conformation of hydrophobically modified ethyl(hydroxyethyl) cellulose (C(14)-EHEC) have been investigated using spectroscopic, AFM and allied techniques. Comparison was made with corresponding unmodified analogue in order to investigate the effects of the hydrophobic modification. Electrokinetic studies showed that polysaccharides adsorption decreased the negative zeta potential of talc but did not reverse the charge. EHEC adsorption on talc was not found to be affected significantly by changes in solution conditions such as pH and ionic strength, ruling out electrostatic force as the controlling factor. However, HM-EHEC adsorption was found to increase markedly with increase in ionic strength from 0.1 to 1 suggesting a role for the hydrophobic force in this adsorption process. Fluorescence spectroscopic studies conducted to investigate the role of hydrophobic bonding using pyrene probe showed no evidence of the formation of hydrophobic domains at talc-aqueous interface. Urea, a hydrogen bond breaker, reduced the adsorption of HM-EHEC on talc markedly. In FTIR study, the changes in the infrared bands, associated with the CO stretch coupled to the CC stretch and OH deformation, were significant and therefore support strong hydrogen bonding of HM-EHEC on the solid surface. Moreover, Langmuir modeling of the adsorption isotherms suggests hydrogen bonding to be a major force for the adsorption of EHEC and C(14)-EHEC on solid since the adsorption free energies of these polymers were close to that for hydrogen bond formation. All of the above results suggest that the main driving force for EHEC adsorption on talc is hydrogen bonding rather than electrostatic interaction or hydrophobic force. For hydrophobically modified C(14)-EHEC, hydrophobic force plays a synergetic role in adsorption along with hydrogen bonding. From computer modeling and AFM imaging, it is proposed that C(0)-EHEC and C(14)-EHEC adsorb flat on talc with ethylene oxide side chains and hydrophobic groups protruding out from the surface into bulk water phase.